Oregon Post Adoption Resource Center

Category List

There are abbreviated materials - "Information Packets" - that are included in this list. This list represents only
materials primarily on this topic. However, there are other materials that speak to this topic available in the
library (i.e., brief "Articles," etc.). Contact ORPARC for additional materials.

Loss & Grief
Material Title:
Author:

35 Ways to Help a Grieving Child
Dougy Center

Books

Th is guidebook presents 35 simple and practical suggestions for supporting a grieving child. Drawn from stories, suggestions
and insight shared by children and their family members at The Dougy Center, this book explores behaviors and reactions of
children at different ages and maturity levels; outlets for children to safely express their thoughts and feelings; and ways to
be supportive during difficult times, such as a memorial service, anniversary or holiday.
Material Title:

Adopted Teens Only: A Survival Guide to Adolescence

Author:

Danea Gorbett

Children's Books

2007

78 pages

This guide for adopted teens addresses issues that parents are often reluctant or unable to discuss with their teenagers: what
feelings and thoughts are common to the adoptive experience; what adoptive parents feel; what birth parents feel; what
emotional issues are connected with search and reunion; and how to talk to parents about adoption questions.
Material Title:

Adoption and Loss: The Hidden Grief

Author:

Evelyn Burns Robinson

Books

2003

223 pages

What becomes of women who give up their children for adoption? Why do so many adopted people feel such a strong desire
to seek out their families of origin? In what ways are families with adopted children different from other families? This book,
written by a birth mother, provides the answers to these questions and many others.
Material Title:

Adoption Healing: A Path to Recovery

Author:

Joe Soll

Books

2000

189 pages

In this book, the author, a psychotherapist, lecturer, former university professor, founder and director of Adoption Crossroads,
Adoption Counseling Center, and New York State Adoption Agency Task Force, and himself an adoptee, presents the world of
adoption from his own unique perspective, offering myths, facts, exercises, and quotes to augment chapters on a wide range
of adoption related issues.
Material Title:

Adoption Mystique, The

Author:

Joanne Wolf Small

Books

2007

181 pages

Much of what’s been written and said about adoption—the definitions, myths, interpretations, and so on—was generated by
non-adopted persons, and often without benefit of adopted person’s input. This book was written by an adopted person who
hopes to paint a picture of the social welfare system that contrasts with the traditional view and sheds a new light on the
situation.
Material Title:

Adoption Trilogy, The: Three films by Jean Strauss (DVD)

Author:

Jean Strauss

DVDs

2006

46 minutes

Silver Shorts, Vol. 1: The Adoption Triology: Three films by Jean Strauss
"Holding Hands", 2006, examines the relationship between Strauss and her brother, Bobby. Separated through adoption and
reunited as adults, Strauss was with her brother when he died. The film addresses the issue of lifelong sibling severance in
adoption and foster care. Multi-award winning short, "The Triumvirate” 2004, tells the story of Strauss’s reunion with her
birthmother and birth grandmother. "Vital Records" 2005, was created to help legislators understand the debate on legislation
which would provide access for adoptees to their original records.
Material Title:

Adoption Wisdom: A Guide to the Issues and Feelings of Adoption

Author:

Marlou Russell

Books

1996

185 pages

This book combines quotations from birth parents, adoptive parents and adoptees with brief observations from the author, a
psychologist and adoptee, herself, in reunion with her birth family. In chapters with such titles as "The Adoption Triad," "Basic
Truths of Adoption," "Loss and Grief in Adoption," "Search and Reunion," "Before Choosing Adoption," and others, this book
sheds a unique light on the world of adoption through the commentary of those who live that world every day.
Material Title:

Adoption: Making it Last (DVD)

Author:

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

DVDs

16 minutes

This DVD provides a realistic look at frustrations and exhaustion adoptive parents frequently experience. It addresses grief
and loss, attachment, anger, aggressiveness, and out-of-control behaviors, emphasizing the need for school advocacy,
medical referrals, crisis intervention, support groups, respite care, and therapy by adoption-savvy professionals. It validates
kids’ feelings of anger and confusion over their situations, gives permission to continue to love one’s birth family, and
reinforces the idea that making the adoption last is the responsibility of all family members.
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Material Title:

Adoption: Making It Last (VHS)

Author:

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

16 minutes

Videotapes

This video provides a realistic look at frustrations and exhaustion adoptive parents frequently experience. It addresses grief
and loss, attachment, anger, aggressiveness, and out-of-control behaviors, emphasizing the need for school advocacy,
medical referrals, crisis intervention, support groups, respite care, and therapy by adoption-savvy professionals. It validates
kids’ feelings of anger and confusion over their situations, gives permission to continue to love one’s birth family, and
reinforces the idea that making the adoption last is the responsibility of all family members.
Material Title:
Author:

After Loss: Parenting in the Next Pregnancy, A Manual for Professionals Working with Families in
Pregnancy Following Loss
Joann O'Leary, Lynnda Parker, and Clare Thorwick
Books
1998
108 pages

“The purpose of this manual is to suggest a new framework to consider the behaviors of parents in a pregnancy subsequent to
a loss. We believe their anxiety, fear and renewed grief are all normal. Concepts are based on the work of psychological
theorists, nurses, infant mental health specialists and have been refined through the clinical observations of hundreds of
families in our practice.” -- from preface
Material Title:

Are We There Yet? The Ultimate Road Trip: Adopting & Raising 22 Kids!

Author:

Hector & Sue Badeau

Books

04/2013

416

Come along with Hector and Sue Badeau on their ultimate road trip adopting and raising 22 children, from diverse
backgrounds with many special needs. Like any road trip, their story has twists and turns, detours and surprises. Youll be
inspired, laugh out loud and shed tears as you share their experiences in foster care and adoption, coping with teenage
pregnancies, addictions, unimaginable accomplishments and raw moments of grief after the untimely deaths of three beloved
sons. Are We There Yet is an entertaining story which also imparts nuggets of parenting wisdom for any parent or
grandparent. It is packed with spiritual truths and life lessons for teachers, social workers, pastors and others who care about
vulnerable children and families in our world today.
Material Title:

Badger's Parting Gifts

Author:

Susan Varley

Children's Books

1992

32

Badger is old and knows he is going to die soon. When he does, the other animals think they will be sad forever, but they
begin to talk about the memories they have of the things Badger taught them and learn to cope with his death. A lovely
picture book that emphasizes the importance of remembering the person who has died.
Material Title:

Beautiful: A Poetic Celebration of Displaced Children

Author:

Jaiya John

Books

2014

192 pages

The many fictional voices of displaced children in Beautiful are inspired by youth Jaiya John has worked with over a lifetime.
This second edition contains 8 NEW POEMS. Beautiful is much more than a source of inspiration. Its words reveal the majesty
and vulnerability of all children. Beautiful is an empowerment anthem for youth, a resource for those who love, care for, and
work with these purposeful souls. Child light shines through these pages, asserting the demand of our young for their dignity,
while portraying their limitless power to heal, grow, and flourish. A poetic companion to Jaiya John's Reflection Pond, Beautiful
is the kind of treasure we polish repeatedly, its truth seeping into our compassion. Struggle and triumph. Solitude and
belonging. A journey of sunflowers toward the sun of selfhood. In these pages we find Beauty born.
Material Title:

Being Adopted: The Lifelong Search for Self

Author:

David Brodzinsky

Books

1992

193 pages

This book, based on Eric Erikson's seven stage life cycle model, will open doors for adoptees who at one time or another have
wondered why they felt a particular way and had no place to turn for the answer. * There is a hard cover and a paperback.
Material Title:
Author:

Beneath a Tall Tree: A Story About Us
Jean Strauss

Books

2001

268 pages

Strauss begins by telling the story of her childhood with her adoptive parents, whom she loved dearly, and her difficult
relationship with her troubled adoptive brother. She goes on to write about her search for, and ultimate reunion with, her birth
mother, her birth mother's birth mother, her seven siblings, and, briefly, her birth father. By the end of the book the fifth
grader, who knew nothing about her biological roots, has discovered she's a Mayflower descendent, whose ancestors go back
to Charlemagne.
Material Title:
Author:

Beneath the Mask: Understanding Adopted Teens
Debbie Riley and John Meeks

Books

2005

207 pages

This book offers parents and professionals a wealth of case histories; and treatment resources and therapy tools. Parents will
discover the 6 most common adoption "stuck-spots;" a deeper understanding of identity, abandonment, grief and loss, and
relinquishment issues - and how they affect personal and family development; and how therapy may help the adoptive family
learn and grow together.
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Material Title:

Beneath the Mask: Understanding Adopted Teens (CD)

Author:

Debbie Riley

CDs

2007

90 minutes

NACAC Conference presenter Debbie Riley addresses complexities of adolescence for the adopted teen – identity,
abandonment, grief and loss, relinquishment – and how adolescence affects personal and family development. Discover six
common adoption “stuck-spots,” a step-by-step assessment on adoption, clinical intervention strategies, and therapy tools.
Material Title:
Author:

Black Baby White Hands: A View from the Crib
Jaiya John

Books

2002

378 pages

July 15, 1968. It is only three months following the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the nation is burning. Black
and White America are locked in the tense grip of massive change. Into this inferno steps an unsuspecting young White
couple. Neither significantly knew even a single African American person while growing up. Now, a child will change all of that
forever. In this fateful moment, a Black baby becomes perhaps the first in the history of New Mexico to be adopted by a White
family. Here is a brazenly honest glimpse into the mind and heart of that child, a true story for the ages that flows like a
soulful river—separated from his mother at birth, placed into foster care, adopted, and finally reunited with his biological
family in adulthood—an astounding journey of personal discovery. Jaiya John has opened the floodgates on his own childhood
with this piercing memoir. Black Baby White Hands, a waterfall of jazz splashing over the rocks of love, pain and the honoring
of family. Magically, this book finds a way to sing as it cries, and to exude compassion even as it dispels well-entrenched
myths. This story is sure to find itself well worn, stained by tears, and brushed by laughter in the lap of parents, adolescents,
educators, students and professionals. Here comes the rain and the sunshine, all at once.
Material Title:

Building Continuing Bonds for Grieving and Bereaved Children

Author:

Brenda Mallon

Books

02/21/2018

146

The period following the death of a friend or loved one can be tumultuous for anyone, but can be especially difficult for
children, with lasting effects if the loss is not acknowledged or supported. This book emphasises the importance of listening to
children and helping them to create positive bonds that can sustain them as they go through their lives. It provides practical,
creative approaches to support children in their time of bereavement and to those whose loved one is dying.
By recognising feelings of pain, anger, and confusion through open and positive discussions, a child is able to build emotional
resilience and create enduring memories of the person they have lost. The author explains the importance of developing
continuing bonds between children and loved ones in times of bereavement and offers practical ways in which these bonds
may be nurtured through creative activities, memory making, and personal storytelling.
Material Title:

Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories

Author:

Audrey Penn

Children's Books

2009

32

Chester Raccoon's good friend Skiddel Squirrel has had an accident and will not be returning - ever. Chester is upset that he
won't get to play with his friend anymore. Mrs. Raccoon suggests that Chester and his friends create some memories of
Skiddel, so that they will have good memories when they miss him. Chester, his brother Ronny, and their friends decide to
gather at the pond, where they combine their memories and create a touching celebration of their friend's life.
Many young children must face the loss of loved ones or the need to attend a funeral. This sweet story will help children to
understand the positive purpose behind memorial services and how "making memories" can provide cheer and comfort when
missing an absent loved one.
Material Title:

Children's Adjustment to Adoption: Developmental and Clinical Issues

Author:

David M. Brodzinsky

Books

1998

116 pages

This book presents major issues that affect both the process and outcome of adoption for children and their parents. It offers
extensive coverage of theory and research on children and families with clinical vignettes punctuating key points. A discussion
of intervention and assessment issues that commonly arise in work with adoptees closes this volume.
Material Title:

Child's Journey Through Placement, A

Author:

Vera Fahlberg

Books

1991

394 pages

This book provides a foundation of resources and tools to help professionals and parents support children as they move
through the foster care system to adoption. At times it can focus on theory and practice but it helps families understand why
kids move and how their moves affect them. This is considered a seminal work in the field containing practical and thoughtful
information about special needs children. More current material on new neurological research and brain development was not
available at the time this was written. However, this is still a valuable resource with insight on various aspects related to
foster and adopted children.
Material Title:

City of One: A Memoir

Author:

Francine Cournos

Books

1999

253 pages

A distinguished psychiatrist and professor of clinical psychiatry at Columbia University, writes of her childhood in foster care
(her father died when she was three, her mother when she was eleven, and her aunts and uncles would not take her or her
siblings). It interweaves a tale of loss, abandonment, and despair bordering on hopelessness with a tale of a journey to
wholeness.
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Material Title:

Cuando Estoy Triste

Author:

Cornelia Maude Spelman

Children's Books

2016

24 pages

Educar en la manera de identificar y controlar las emociones (especialmente las desagradables o temibles) es algo tan
importante como otros muchos aspectos del aprendizaje. En este libro, la terapeuta Cornelia Maude Spelman utiliza un
lenguaje sencillo y tranquilizador para que los ninos aprendan a manejar sus sentimientos y a relacionarse con los demas. /
Children will take comfort from Cornelia Maude Spelman's latest addition to her The Way I Feel series. Readers will recognize
similar experiences in their own lives as this little guinea pig describes feeling sad when someone is cross or when something
bad happens. Eventually our heroine realizes that feeling sad doesn't last forever.
Material Title:

Day Jumoke Found His Name, The** (Children's Materials)

Author:

Jaiya John

Children's Books

2016

110 pages

Once, there lived a boy with no name. Join him on a very special day as he and his dear sister go on an adventure to discover
his name, and receive priceless life lessons along the way. This is the unillustrated story of an 8-year-old boy, living in quite a
magical world, inside of a single, crystal-clear raindrop that fell 2,000 years ago onto the palm of a 3,000-year-old leaf, in the
tree-top of an ancient tree, growing in an ancient land on a planet we call Earth, inside of a wide, wide universe.
Material Title:

Death and Dying: A Resource Guide for End-of-Life Decision Making

Author:

Amelia M.J. Carroll, MS, CT, LMHC

Information Packet

2015

71 pages

This packet was developed, created, and written by one who has experienced the profound lessons that the dance of life and
death have taught me for others who are, will be, or have been waltzing toward the last dance. This book intends to help the
reader 1) address the topic of death, thereby opening up previously avoided lines of communication with family and friends;
2) Acquire the tools to place minimal burden on ones’ family at the end-of-life; 3) Gain skills and increase one’s awareness to
help someone live through their suffering; 4) Help prepare for one’s self or their loved ones during the final stages of life; 5)
Confront the mortality and ultimate disposition of one’s body and personalize funeral plans; and 6) Be more motivated to live
now, take risks, and accomplish life’s goals with a personal statement that reflects life goals, personal values, and vision of
immortality.
Material Title:
Author:

Eden's Secret Journal: The Story of an Older Child Adoption* (Children's Materials)
Brenda McCreight
Children's Books
2003

59 pages

This fictional journal’s title character is a 13-year-old, adopted at age 10, who is writing the journal because her therapist told
her to. She talks about her years in foster care, her substance abusing birth parents, and her adoptive parents. Her life is far
from perfect, but it is getting better and we learn how she feels about things in her world. Author, Brenda McCreight is a Child
& family therapist with more than 20 years experience.
Material Title:

Exploring the Depths of Loss and Grief

Author:

Amelia M.J. Carroll, MS, CT, LMHC

Information Packet

2009

73 pages

This packet was developed, created, and written by one who has experienced the profound depths of loss and grief across the
lifespan for others who are, will be, or have been on their own journey of grief. Through the exercises and information in this
workbook, you will explore the many aspects and experiences of loss and grief from various perspectives. The information
provided will assist you in identifying the developmental stages of grief across the life-span and develop skills and strategies
for healing your own suffering so as to better help those you serve. This exploration leads toward deeper self-awareness,
increased attentiveness toward others who are grieving, and greater skillfulness in helping those who are dealing with issues
of loss and grief. In this highly interactive workbook, you will walk away with a toolbox of tools and skills for your own
personal growth and development as well as that of your children or clients.
Material Title:

Fall of Freddie the Leaf, The* (Children's Materials)

Author:

Leo Buscaglia

Children's Books

1982

27 pages

This book, illustrated with color photographs, tells the story of Freddie, a leaf on a tree, and his companions, who change with
the passing seasons and the coming of winter. It is intended to help children or anyone come to grips with death and life.
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Material Title:
Author:

Families Change: A Book for Children Experiencing Termination of Parental Rights* (Children's
Material)
2006
32 pages
Julie Nelson
Children's Books

Over time, all families change. Sometimes, when families have big problems, they need to change so kids will be safe.
A child's family might change from a birth family to a foster family or an adoptive family. That kind of change can be hard on
kids. They may believe that the change is their fault. They may worry about their birth parents, and they may wonder if they
can trust the new adults in their life.
This book can help children and families through this difficult change. The first part is meant to be read and shared with
children. Simple words and realistic color illustrations tell and show why some kids get foster parents or new adopted moms
or dads. The second part includes information and resources for adults who work to keep kids safe: parents and other family
adults, foster parents, social workers, teachers, and caregivers.
With the support of caring adults, children who experience termination of parental rights can move from the pain of the past to
the promise of the future.
Material Title:

First Person Plural (VHS)

Author:

Deann Borshay Liem

Videotapes

2000

1 hour

This award winning documentary tells the story of its writer, producer, director, Deann Borshay Liem, who in 1966, was
adopted by an American family and sent from Korea to her new home in California. Along the way, the memory of her birth
family was nearly obliterated by time and misinformation, but recurring dreams led her to discover the truth: her Korean
mother was very much alive. Bravely uniting her biological and adoptive families, Borshay Liem’s heartfelt journey makes
First Person Plural a poignant essay on family, loss, and the reconciling of two identities.
Material Title:

Flicker of Hope, A

Author:

Julia Cook

Children's Books

HOPE is our children's window for a better tomorrow. In terms of resilience and well-being, hope is a critically important
predictor of success. This creative story from the best-selling author of My Mouth is a Volcano!, and Bubble Gum Brain,
reminds children that dark clouds can be temporary and asking for help is always okay. We all have times when we need to
borrow a little hope from someone else.
Sometimes the dark clouds overhead seem too heavy and you feel like giving up. Little candle knows all about this. Bad
grades, blasted on social media, worried about making the team, and wondering who her real friends are so many hard things
to deal with! All she can see is darkness. But her story begins to change when someone notices she needs a boost of hope. As
little candle is reminded she has purpose and her own unique gifts, and that she isn't the only one with dark clouds, her dim
light begins to shine brighter.
This hopeful story emphasizes for children (and adults) the many different ways to ask for help, and their ability to be a hope
builder for others, too.
Material Title:
Author:

Foster Care: One Dog’s Story of Change
Julia Cook

Children's Books

2018

32

In this heartfelt story from the bestselling author of My Mouth is a Volcano!, Foster meets new friends and a kind foster mom
who help him navigate the fears and feelings associated with going into foster care. Foster has lived with his mom and
"sometimes dad" all of his life…until now. And like so many others entering foster care, he has more questions than answers
and so many new feelings to deal with.
"I don't know what's going to happen to me. Will I end up being like Zeke? Will I have a new forever mom? Can I visit my
mom once a week?"
"I have so much going on inside me right now. I feel angry, guilty, scared, hurt, and sad. But maybe the others are right.
Maybe being here isn't so bad."
Written in an honest, approachable way, Foster Care will encourage children entering or already in foster care and help them
understand they are not alone. Foster, Daisy, Zeke, Simpson, and Rex all have different circumstances which brought them to
foster care. Together they talk through their stories and realize this is right where they need to be for now; under the caring
watch of foster mom, Miss Beulah.
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Material Title:

Free Verse

Author:

Sarah Dooley

Children's Books

2017

368

When her brother dies in a fire, Sasha Harless has no one left, and nowhere to turn. After her father died in the mines and her
mother ran off, he was her last caretaker. They’d always dreamed of leaving Caboose, West Virginia together someday, but
instead she’s in foster care, feeling more stuck and broken than ever.
But then Sasha discovers family she didn’t know she had, and she finally has something to hold onto, especially sweet little
Mikey, who’s just as broken as she is. Sasha even makes her first friend at school, and is slowly learning to cope with her
brother’s death through writing poetry, finding a new way to express herself when spoken words just won’t do. But when
tragedy strikes the mine her cousin works in, Sasha fears the worst and takes Mikey and runs, with no plans to return. In this
sensitive and poignant portrayal, Sarah Dooley shows us that life, like poetry, doesn’t always take the form you intend.
Material Title:

From Place to Place (DVD)

Author:

Porch Productions

DVDs

2011

80 minutes

Having recently aged out of foster care, Micah, Mandy & Raif face life with little support beyond their social worker, Matt. Raif
falls in and out of love as many times as he jumps trains, Mandy tries to succeed at her education and Micah just can't stay
out of jail. Mustering courage into action, Mandy and Raif travel to Capitol Hill to tell their stories and try to change the system
that raised them for generations to come.
Material Title:
Author:

Gentle Willow; A Story for Children About Dying
Joyce C. Mills, Ph.D.

Children's Books

2003

32

Amanda the squirrel is upset that she is going to lose her friend Gentle Willow, but the tree wizards give advice that help both
her and Gentle Willow accept the change that comes with death.
Material Title:

Goodbye, Friend! Hello, Friend!

Author:

Cori Doerrfeld

Children's Books

2019

40

Change and transitions are hard, but Goodbye, Friend! Hello, Friend! demonstrates how, when one experience ends, it opens
the door for another to begin. It follows two best friends as they say goodbye to snowmen, and hello to stomping in puddles.
They say goodbye to long walks, butterflies, and the sun...and hello to long evening talks, fireflies, and the stars. But the
hardest goodbye of all comes when one of the friends has to move away. Feeling alone isn't easy, and sometimes new
beginnings take time. But even the hardest days come to an end, and you never know what tomorrow will bring.
Material Title:

Grief and Loss in the Care System (DVD)

Author:

Foster Parent College

Material Title:

Grief in Adopted Children (Audio)

Author:

Robyn Gobbel

DVDs

CDs

Adoption always begins with loss. Grief is inherent, although when and how children experience, express, and process their
grief varies substantially. When adoptive parents, professionals, therapists and other helpers honor the grief inherent in
adoption and understand the complexities of this loss, we open ourselves up to being more fully present for children to
process these losses.

Grief can feel uncomfortable, confusing, and overwhelming. It can be hard to see our children hurting or to know how to be
open for conversations without projecting our feelings onto them.

This one-hour webinar will cover:
The losses inherent in adoption
Grief related to adoption, specifically ambiguous loss
Understanding why children grieve for abusive and neglectful families
How to support children through intense feelings
How to notice if our own feelings may be triggered or preventing us from being fully present for our children
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Material Title:

Grief in Adopted Children (DVD)

Author:

Robyn Gobbel

1hr 18min

DVDs

Adoption always begins with loss. Grief is inherent, although when and how children experience, express, and process their
grief varies substantially. When adoptive parents, professionals, therapists and other helpers honor the grief inherent in
adoption and understand the complexities of this loss, we open ourselves up to being more fully present for children to
process these losses.

Grief can feel uncomfortable, confusing, and overwhelming. It can be hard to see our children hurting or to know how to be
open for conversations without projecting our feelings onto them.

This one-hour webinar will cover:
The losses inherent in adoption
Grief related to adoption, specifically ambiguous loss
Understanding why children grieve for abusive and neglectful families
How to support children through intense feelings
How to notice if our own feelings may be triggered or preventing us from being fully present for our children
Material Title:
Author:

Grief Recovery Handbook, The: The Action Program for Moving Beyond Death Divorce, and Other
Losses
John W., and Russell Friedman James
Books
2009
201 pages

This book, for those who are grieving any kind of loss, offers a gentle action plan and provides direction during a difficult,
confusing and often disorienting time. It is divided into three parts, “Seeing the Problem,” “Preparing for Change: Starting to
Recover,” and “Finding the Solution.”
Material Title:

Grieving Teen, The

Author:

Helen Fitzgerald

Children's Books

2000

224 pages

In this unique and compassionate guide, renowned grief counselor Helen Fitzgerald turns her attention to the special needs of
adolescents struggling with loss and gives teens the tools they need to work through their pain and grief.
Although the circumstances surrounding a death are difficult to handle at any age, adolescence brings with it challenges and
struggles that until now have been largely overlooked.
Writing not only about but also for teenagers, Fitzgerald adeptly covers the entire range of situations in which teens may find
themselves grieving a death, whether the cause was old age, terminal illness, school violence, or suicide. She helps teens
address the gamut of strong and difficult emotions they will experience and the new situations they will face, including family
changes, issues with friends, problems at school, and the courage needed to move forward with one's own life.
Using the clear and accessible format that has made The Mourning Handbook and The Grieving Child enduring and helpful
classics, Fitzgerald guides teens through everything from the sickbed to the funeral, from the first day back at school to the
first anniversary of the death. Above all, she lets teens know that even in their darkest hour, they are not alone.
Material Title:
Author:

Growing up in the Care of Strangers: The Experiences, Insights and Recommendations of Eleven
Former Foster Kids
uly 22, 2009175 pages
Waln & John Brown & Seita
Books

Growing up in placement takes a toll, not just on the children in the foster care system but also on the professionals charged
with their care. They all make critical decisions that can affect a child's life forever ... which is why this book plays a valuable
role in foster care training.
The purpose of this book is to provide child welfare professionals' insightful feedback from foster care alumni who grew up in
Foster family
Kinship care
Orphanage
Group home
Juvenile justice
Adoptive and
Mental health placements.
These former foster children have chosen to reflect on their childhood experiences through the lens of adult professionals so
that their unique knowledge might reach receptive minds looking to improve services to youth living in foster care.
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Material Title:

Healing Stories for Challenging Behaviour

Author:

Susan Perrow

Books

2008

320

Susan Perrow is a “story doctor.” She writes, collects, and documents stories that offer a therapeutic journey for both the
storyteller and listener―a positive, imaginative way of healing difficult situations.
Healing Stories for Challenging Behaviour gathers the fruits of Susan Perrow’s work in story-making. It is richly illustrated with
lively anecdotes from parents and teachers who have discovered how the power of story can help resolve a variety of common
childhood behaviors and situations, including separation anxiety, bullying, sibling rivalry, nightmares, and grieving.
This comprehensive resource offers:
†
†
†
†
†

An overview of therapeutic storytelling
Checklists for readers to evaluate the challenging behavior or situation and identify their desired resolution
Guidelines for adapting stories for different age groups and cultures
An extensive collection of new stories and traditional folk tales categorized by behavior or situation
A story-making model to help the reader create stories directly relevant to their own circumstances.

Material Title:
Author:

Heart Knows Something Different, The: Teenage Voices from the Foster Care System* (Children's
Materials)
Al Desetta
Children's Books
1996
211 pages

Divided into four sections, “Family,” “Living in the System,” “Who Am I,” and Looking to the Future,” the more than three
dozen personal narratives here were written by young people, ages 15 to 20, who have lived in the foster care system. These
less often heard voices might provide insight to parents and professionals, and a sense of normalcy and community to
adopted adolescents.
Material Title:

Help for the Hard Times: Getting through Loss

Author:

Earl Hipp

Children's Books

1995

140

Earl Hipp addresses loss and discusses young people's experiences to help you provide students with tools to grieve and ways
to keep their losses from becoming too overwhelming.
Earl Hipp addresses loss from the perspective of the heart. He discusses young people's experiences with loss and helps them
figure out ways to continue functioning after loss.
Material Title:

Helping Children Cope with Separation and Loss

Author:

Claudia Jewett Jarratt

Books

1982

226 pages

This step-by-step guide for any concerned adult offers warm advice, specific techniques and innovative ideas for helping
children overcome the sadness, anger and anxiety resulting from divorce, death, absence, adoption, foster care, and sibling
loss.
Material Title:
Author:

Helping Children of Divorce and Adopted Children with Emotional Problems (2 VHS)
Michael Katz
Videotapes

4 hours

In this two-tape program, Dr Katz describes behaviors that frequently occur, explains how emotional problems develop and
how they produce behavioral problems, demonstrates appropriate responses and positive interventions that help children form
healthy attachments, teaches specific ways to help children learn positive behaviors and responses to an often frustrating
world, and shows how to reinforce verbal ideas with concrete, real life, experiences.
Material Title:

Holding Up the Earth

Author:

Dianne Gray

Children's Books

2006

210

It has been eight years since Hope’s mom died in a car accident. Eight years of shuffling from foster home to foster home.
Eight years of trying to hold on to the memories that tether her to her mother. Now Sarah, Hope’s newest foster mom, has
taken her from Minneapolis to spend the summer on the Nebraska farm where Sarah grew up. Hope is set adrift, anchored
only by her ever-present and memory-heavy backpack. Accustomed to the clamor of city life, Hope is at first unsettled by the
silence that descends over the farm each night. But listening deeply, she begins to hear the quiet: the crickets’ chirp, the
windsong, the steady in and out of her own breath. Soon the silence is replaced by voices, like echoes sounding across time —
the voices of girls who inhabited the old farmhouse before her. Reluctantly, Hope begins to stretch down roots in the earth and
accept this new family as her own.
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Material Title:

How Sprinkle the Pig Escaped the River of Tears; A Story About Being Apart from Loved Ones

Author:

Anne & C.C. Alicia Westcott & Hu

Children's Books

11/21/2017

40

Sprinkle the pig has moved to a new house, with a new family, but he misses his old family. On his first day at school his
classmate yells at him, and everything gets too much. He cries and cries, and soon the tears become a river and carry him
away! Wise monkey spots Sprinkle, but he is too far away. Can he help Sprinkle to find hidden strengths to survive the river
of tears?
This therapeutic picture book is written to help children aged 4-10 and adults to talk about being separated from or losing
loved ones, and explores how difficult experiences can affect how your body feels and reacts to things. It is followed by easy
to read advice for adults on how to help your child.
Material Title:
Author:

I Have a Question About Death; Clear Answers for All Kids, Including Children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder or Other Special Needs
Arlen Grad Gaines and Meredith Englander Polsky
Children's Books
2017

40

"What does it mean when someone dies?" "Why did someone I love have to die?" This book asks questions like these that a
child might have about death before offering answers. It uses straightforward text and clear illustrations to explain what death
means specifically to children with ASD and other Special Needs aged 5-11.
Material Title:

I Miss You: A First Look at Death

Author:

Pat Thomas

Children's Books

2001

32

When a close friend or family member dies, it can be difficult for children to express their feelings. This book helps boys and
girls understand that death is a natural complement to life, and that grief and a sense of loss are normal feelings for them to
have following a loved one's death. Titles in this sensitively presented series explore the dynamics of various relationships
experienced by children of preschool through early school age. Kids are encouraged to understand personal feelings and social
problems as a first step in dealing with them. Written by psychotherapist and counselor Pat Thomas, these books promote
positive interaction among children, parents, and teachers. The story lines are simple and direct--easily accessible to younger
children. There are full-color illustrations on every page.
Material Title:

Integrative Parenting: Strategies for Raising Children Affected by Attachment Trauma

Author:

Debra, Cathy Schweitzer and Stefanie Armstron Wesselmann

Books

2014

130 pages

Children traumatized in their attachment relationships by abuse and neglect, hospitalizations, or out-of-home placements
experience intense hurt, fear, and mistrust. The deep emotional pain often manifests as defiance and aggression, even after
the environment has change through adoption, foster care, guardianship, or resolution of issues in the home. A treatment that
integrates EMDR and family therapy provides hope and healing for hurt children and their families. This practical guide
provides specialized parenting strategies to support the treatment, designed to help heal the past, integrate the emotional and
logical regions of the child's brain, and nurture a healthy, happier child.
Material Title:

Invisible String, The

Author:

Patrice Karst

Children's Books

10/30/2018

40

Parents, educators, therapists, and social workers alike have declared The Invisible String the perfect tool for coping with all
kinds of separation anxiety, loss, and grief. In this relatable and reassuring contemporary classic, a mother tells her two
children that they're all connected by an invisible string. "That's impossible!" the children insist, but still they want to know
more: "What kind of string?" The answer is the simple truth that binds us all: An Invisible String made of love. Even though
you can't see it with your eyes, you can feel it deep in your heart, and know that you are always connected to the ones you
love. Does everybody have an Invisible String? How far does it reach? Does it ever go away? This heartwarming picture book
for all ages explores questions about the intangible yet unbreakable connections between us, and opens up deeper
conversations about love.
Material Title:

Legendary: A Tribute to Those Who Honorably Serve Devalued Children

Author:

Jaiya John

Books

2014

207 pages

Legendary is Jaiya John's celebration of teachers, social service professionals, advocates, caregivers, counselors, mentors, and
the like. Those compassionate souls who honorably serve youth devalued by society due to material poverty, heritage,
language, family separation; or challenges with learning, behavior, mental health, or physical ability. Here are poetic stories to
awaken your spirit, massage your heart, and remind you of the reasons you do this work. Your service touches lives, and
miracles are born. Your grace endures forever. Are you experiencing compassionate fatigue, vicarious trauma, burnout,
disillusionment, doubt, lack of appreciation and support, lost direction, fear, emptiness? You deserve relief. Legendary is well
water drawn from the very soul of your compassionate endeavor, offered back to you in your own yearning voice. Come here
and drink to your replenishment. Regain your spark of purpose. Word by word, renew your wholeness, your humanity, and
your vital health. Take a dose daily. Soon, you will be breathing freely again, like the first time you answered your sacred
calling.
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Material Title:

Lifebooks: Creating a Treasure for the Adopted Child

Author:

Beth O'Malley

Books

2014

92 pages

This book, expanded from her 2000 issue, presents information on what lifebooks are, why they are so important, and how to
proceed with them from just about any standpoint. O’Malley includes a 58 page chapter on the "Essentials." It is all written in
a touching, personal manner by someone who spent her first five months in foster care before becoming adopted and
eventually started a career as an adoption worker.
Material Title:

Lifetimes: The Beautiful Way to Explain Death to Children

Author:

Bryan Mellonie

Children's Books

1983

When the death of a relative, a friend, or a pet happens or is about to happen . . . how can we help a child to understand?
Lifetimes is a moving book for children of all ages, even parents too. It lets us explain life and death in a sensitive, caring,
beautiful way. Lifetimes tells us about beginnings. And about endings. And about living in between. With large, wonderful
illustrations, it tells about plants. About animals. About people. It tells that dying is as much a part of living as being born. It
helps us to remember. It helps us to understand.
Lifetimes . . . a very special, very important book for you and your child. The book that explains—beautifully—that all living
things have their own special Lifetimes.
Material Title:
Author:

Little Bunnies Say Goodbye to Birth Mom* (Children's Materials)
Sherri Malloy, PhD
Children's Books

2005

26 pages

This powerfully moving book is for children facing termination of their parent’s parental rights. This little book has been
instrumental in touching the hearts of children ages 2 to 12, helping them to explore and release their feelings of grief and
loss related to adoption and foster care. It could be a turning point in the life of your child.
Material Title:

Living with an Angry Child (2 Audiotapes)

Author:

Holly van Gulden

Audiotapes

2002

+2 hours

Adopted children struggling with unresolved loss or poor attachment often exhibit acute episodes of rage and chronic or
intermittent patterns of passive-aggressive non compliance. These behaviors can and do trigger angry responses – sometimes
even rage – in parents and siblings. This double workshop with Holly van Gulden analyzes anger and rage, and offers
techniques for avoiding continual battles, managing healthy anger resolution, de-escalating rage episodes, and establishing a
healthy, joyful family environment.
Material Title:

Living with an Angry Child (3 CDs)

Author:

Holly van Gulden

4 hours

CDs

Adopted children struggling with unresolved loss or poor attachment often exhibit acute episodes of rage and chronic or
intermittent patterns of passive-aggressive non compliance. These behaviors can and do trigger angry responses – sometimes
even rage – in parents and siblings. This double workshop with Holly van Gulden analyzes anger and rage, and offers
techniques for avoiding continual battles, managing healthy anger resolution, de-escalating rage episodes, and establishing a
healthy, joyful family environment.
Material Title:

Locomotion

Author:

Jacqueline Woodson

Children's Books

2010

144

When Lonnie was seven years old, his parents died in a fire. Now he's eleven, and he still misses them terribly. And he misses
his little sister, Lili, who was put into a different foster home because "not a lot of people want boys-not foster boys that ain't
babies." But Lonnie hasn't given up. His foster mother, Miss Edna, is growing on him. She's already raised two sons and she
seems to know what makes them tick. And his teacher, Ms. Marcus, is showing him ways to put his jumbled feelings on paper.
Told entirely through Lonnie's poetry, we see his heartbreak over his lost family, his thoughtful perspective on the world
around him, and most of all his love for Lili and his determination to one day put at least half of their family back together.
Jacqueline Woodson's poignant story of love, loss, and hope is lyrically written and enormously accessible.
Material Title:
Author:

Losing a Parent to Death in the Early Years: Guidelines for the Treatment of Traumatic
Bereavement in Infancy and Early Childhood
Alicia F. Lieberman, N. Compton, P. Van Horn, C. Ghosh Ippen Books
2003

143 pages

Four therapists and psychiatrists at the San Francisco General Hospital's Child Trauma Research Project provide therapists
with guidelines for treating infants and children who have experienced the death of a parent. Coverage includes common
reactions, caregiver reactions, child responses, and the variables involved.
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Material Title:

Lost and Found (VHS)

Author:

Debra Baker

Videotapes

2005

26 minutes

There are over six million adoptees in the U.S., and though “Lost and Found” is Debra’s own story, it could be the story of any
of those separated through a closed adoption system. We have seen the airport reunions, and this film takes viewers into the
real world of forming relationships in a new, strangely familiar family, and the impact of search and reunion not only on
mother and “child”, but entire families.
Through interviews of her family, her son, and his adoptive mother, the emotions and ramifications of reunion are explored.
Debra’s son’s story is connected to Debra’s story through that of his adoptive mom’s, who was gravely ill when Debra met
her. But his adoptive mom wanted to tell her story, also; that she felt reunion was a good thing, that there is enough love to
go around, hoping to encourage adoptees to search, and their adoptive parents to support them.
Material Title:

Maybe Tomorrow?

Author:

Charlotte Agell

Children's Books

2019

40

Elba has a big block. She's been dragging it around for a long time.
Norris dances everywhere he goes, even uphill. He is always surrounded by a happy cloud of butterflies.
Can Norris and his butterflies help ease Elba's sadness and convince her to join them on a trip to the ocean?
This tender exploration of loss illuminates how kindness, empathy, and friendship can lift our spirits and see us through many
tomorrows. It will resonate with anyone who has experienced hardship or grief, from the death of a loved one or a pet, to a
friend moving away, or the transition to a new home or family situation.
Material Title:

Memory Box, The: A Book About Grief

Author:

Joanna Rowland

Children's Books

2017

32

From the perspective of a young child, Joanna Rowland artfully describes what it is like to remember and grieve a loved one
who has died. The child in the story creates a memory box to keep mementos and written memories of the loved one, to help
in the grieving process. Heartfelt and comforting, The Memory Box will help children and adults talk about this very difficult
topic together. The unique point of view allows the reader to imagine the loss of any they have loved - a friend, family
member, or even a pet. A parent guide in the back includes information on helping children manage the complex and difficult
emotions they feel when they lose someone they love, as well as suggestions on how to create their own memory box.
Material Title:

Mermaid Who Couldn't, The

Author:

Ali Redford

Children's Books

5/21/2018

32

Mariana the Mermaid is not like the other mermaids. Abandoned by a careless mother on the ocean floor, she has never
laughed or played, and can barely even swim. She feels useless.
Then she meets Muriel the Turtle, who welcomes her into her family and teaches her to sing her own mighty song, making her
feel confident and ready to join in with the other mermaids.
Written for children aged 4+, this picture book uses a simple metaphor to show how children who have experienced neglect or
who lack confidence can learn to find a sense of self-worth. It will help children explore their feelings and encourage
communication.
Material Title:

Mulberry Bird, The: An Adoption Story* (Children's Materials)

Author:

Ann Braff Brodzinsky

Children's Books

1996

44 pages

Revised in 1996 from the 1986 version, and with color illustrations, this book tells the story of a mother bird whose best
efforts to care for her young chick fall continually short of keeping him safe. So she goes to Owl who helps her find another
family for her baby. He adapts well to the new environment, but he also deals with questions and issues related to his
adoption.
Material Title:
Author:

New Legs: Seven Core Adoption Poems
Penny Callan Partridge

Books

1999

14 pages

This booklet contains seven poems, each related to one of the “Seven Core Issues of Adoption” described by Sharon Kalplan
Roszia and Deborah Silverstein – loss, rejection, guilt and shame, grief, identity, intimacy, and control. Partridge, herself an
adoptee and an adoptive parent, is a frequent speaker at adoption conferences and has published other books of adoption
poetry.
Material Title:

Nonni's Moon

Author:

Julia Inserro
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Material Title:

Nutmeg Gets Adopted

Author:

Judith Foxon

Children's Books

2001

22 pages

(Ages 4-8) A little squirrel goes to live with a new family because his birth mother cannot keep him safe. This book
encourages children to explore their own stories and understand some of the painful memories they might have of their early
life. Illustrated by Sarah Rawlings, it is intended to be read to children by their adoptive parents. A removable "Practice
Guidelines" section offer suggestions and triggers for further discussion which can be developed to suit the needs of each child.
Material Title:

Nutmeg Gets Cross* (Children's Materials)

Author:

Judith Foxon

Children's Books

2002

22 pages

Ages 4-8 Nutmeg, a small red squirrel, adopted with his younger sister and brother, is having a hard day. It’s his birthday
and he gets a card from his birth mom, but his joy is mixed with anxiety and confusion. This story offers a practical way to
identify, explore and understand painful feelings that are likely to surface following adoption - often triggered by seemingly
happy events such as birthdays or contact with birth siblings, but also by problems at school such as bullying and being
behind. A removable "Practice Guidelines" section offer suggestions and triggers for further discussion which can be
developed to suit the needs of each child.
Material Title:

Ocean Within, The

Author:

V.M. Caldwell

Children's Books

1999

275 pages

In this novel for adolescents, 11-year-old Elizabeth is the newest member of the big and boisterous Sheridan family. They try
to make her feel at home, but Elizabeth stays apart. She knows from experience in foster homes that one day she’ll be sent
away. It’s only a matter of time before a showdown between Elizabeth and the grandma she calls "Iron Woman" ensues.
Material Title:
Author:

One Wave at a Time
Holly Thompson

Children's Books

2018

32

After his father dies, Kai experiences all kinds of emotions: sadness, anger, fear, guilt. Sometimes they crash and mix
together. Other times, there are no emotions at all—just flatness. As Kai and his family adjust to life without Dad, the waves
still roll in. But with the help of friends and one another, they learn to cope—and, eventually, heal. A lyrical story about
grieving for anyone encountering loss.
Material Title:

Outer Search Inner Journey: An Orphan and Adoptee's Quest

Author:

Peter F. Dodds

Books

1997

274 pages

In this riveting memoir a woman in post World War II Germany relinquishes her infant son Peter to an orphanage where he's
adopted by American parents and brought to the United States. Separated from family of origin and ancestral homeland, Peter
grows up alienated in a family and culture he doesn't understand. He returns to Germany believing happiness will come when
finding his German family and reclaiming ethnic identity. But Peter's hopes are crushed as his search twists into a desperate
struggle to escape a labyrinth of total despair. Set against the backdrop of the Cold War, this is the story of a man's spiritual
transformation where the protagonist must ultimately confront himself.
Material Title:
Author:

Parent-Infant Psychodynamics: Wild Things, Mirrors and Ghosts
Joan Raphael-Leff
Books

2003

317 pages

This book focuses on the interweaving psychic realities and unconscious dynamics between family members. These are set in
the context of changing patterns of socio-cultural expectations, ethical considerations and biological realities. The broad
spectrum of topics encourage self-reflective thinking about the role of health-care professionals working with families at
various phases of the life cycle, in illness and health. In particular, recognition of risk factors relating to areas of emotional
vulnerability in clients and their impact on the practitioner. It is intended for interested parents, students and professionals
working with expectant parents, babies and their families. Contributors include: Acquarone, Balint, Bick, Bion, Bourne,
Brazelton, Bryan, Daws, Fraiberg, Green, Grier, Hawthorne, Hopkins, Lewis, Murray, Spitz, Trevarthen, Tronick, Winnicott,
Wittenberg, Wright.
Material Title:

Parenting the Hurt Child: Helping Adoptive Families Heal and Grow

Author:

Gregory Keck and Regina Kupecky

Books

2009

258 pages

From insights gathered through years of working with adopted kids who have experienced early trauma, Keck and Kupecky,
co-authors of "Adopting the Hurt Child," explain how to manage a hurting child with wisdom and resolve, and how to preserve
your own stability in the process.
Material Title:
Author:

Parenting Your Adopted Older Child
Brenda McCreight

Books

2002

199 pages

With such chapters as “Attachment,” “Loss and Grief,” “False Allegations of Abuse,” “Maintaining Your Married or Single
Lifestyle,” “Avoiding Power Struggles,” “Self-Esteem for You and Your Child,” and many more, this handbook has something
for just about any; family who has adopted a child older than two years either domestically or internationally.
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Material Title:

Porcupette Finds a Family

Author:

Vanita Oelschlager

Children's Books

2010

44

Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine (called a porcupette) finds a new family after losing his
mother. He wants to have an attachment to the bear family he finds, but is afraid his “bear” mother and “bear” brother and
sister will leave him too. This causes him to act out his fears in
ways that jeopardize acceptance from his adopted family. However, with the understanding and help of Mother Bear,
Porcupette finally accepts that he is truly loved and wanted despite, or maybe because of, his differences.
Material Title:

Primal Wound, The: Understanding the Adopted Child

Author:

Nancy Newton Verrier

Books

1993

222 pages

By applying information about pre-and perinatal psychology, attachment, bonding, and loss, this book clarifies the effects on
adopted children of separation from the birthmother. It also gives those children, whose pain has long been unacknowledged
or misunderstood, validation for their feelings, as well as explanations for their behavior. The insight it brings to the
experience of abandonment and loss will contribute to the healing of adoptees, their adoptive families, and birthparents.
Material Title:

Psychology of Adoption, The

Author:

David M. Brodzinsky

Books

1990

347 pages

This highly technical book explores theoretical perspectives on adoption adjustment, research and clinical issues, as well as
social policy and casework issues in adoption. It brings together the work of researchers and practitioners in the fields of
psychiatry, developmental and clinical psychology, and social work in the field of adoption.
Material Title:

Rabbityness

Author:

Jo Empson

Children's Books

2012

32 pages

Rabbit enjoys doing rabbity things, but he also loves un-rabbity things! When Rabbit suddenly disappears, no one knows
where he has gone. His friends are desolate. But, as it turns out, Rabbit has left behind some very special gifts for them, to
help them discover their own unrabbity talents! This is a stunning debut picture book by author/illustrator Jo Empson.
Rabbityness celebrates individuality, encourages the creativity in everyone and positively introduces children to dealing with
loss of any kind.
Material Title:

Raily el Valiente

Author:

Jessica Sinarski

Children's Books

2018

48 pages

Únete a nuestro héroe, el osito Raily, en la aventura de su vida donde aprende a ser valiente como un osito. Siempre ha sido
valiente e inteligente, pero su viaje con criaturas buenas y grandes le ayudarán a abrir su corazón de maneras nuevas. ¡Este
osito genial está listo para enfrentarse al desafío!
Material Title:

Reflection Pond: Nurturing Wholeness in Displaced Children

Author:

Jaiya John

Books

2007

228 pages

Jaiya John has shared time with thousands of uprooted children through his global work. Reflection Pond is a compassionate
guide, a looking glass for what these youth have whispered into his spirit. They have shared their need for reflection ponds:
people, places, and experiences through which their own beauty and purpose are reflected back to them. In sensitive prose,
Jaiya John draws from the natural world around us to unveil the magical inner life of children and youth. Here is a revelatory
positioning of the human mirror. In its face we glimpse magnificence.
Material Title:

Rough Patch, The

Author:

Brian Lies

Children's Books

2018

40

Evan and his dog do everything together, from eating ice cream to caring for their prize-winning garden, which grows big and
beautiful. One day the unthinkable happens: Evan’s dog dies. Heartbroken, Evan destroys the garden and everything in it. The
ground becomes overgrown with prickly weeds and thorns, and Evan embraces the chaos.
But beauty grows in the darkest of places, and when a twisting vine turns into an immense pumpkin, Evan is drawn out of his
isolation and back to the county fair, where friendships—old and new—await.
Material Title:

Saddest Time, The

Author:

Norma Simon

Children's Books

1986

40

Norma Simon offers three stories to help children talk about death--an uncle with a terminal illness, a classmate killed in an
accident, and a grandparent.
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Material Title:
Author:

Safe Place for Caleb, A: An Interactive Book for Kids, Teens and Adults with Issues of
Attachment, Grief, Loss or Early Trauma
Kathleen & Paul Chara
Books
Jan 1970

128 pages

A Safe Place for Caleb is a comprehensive and richly illustrated resource for individuals of all ages who are dealing with
attachment problems. Parents, professionals, and lay people will find this book helpful in understanding and addressing
attachment disorders in children, adolescents, and adults.
The first half of the book is an interactive story that follows the experiences of Caleb, a young boy who relates his difficulties
and frustrations in forming and sustaining healthy relationships. He learns strategies for coping with attachment issues during
his journey to the Safe Tree House, where he is introduced to the four "attachment healing keys". These act as therapeutic
tools to unlock difficulties with attachment, and are presented using text and illustrations that are easily accessible for readers
of all ages, even for young children.
The second half of the book presents a summary of current scientific thought on attachment styles and disorders, and
provides a wide array of assessment tools, photocopiable material and healing techniques to address attachment difficulties.
Lists of helpful organizations and relevant reading materials are also presented.
Based on established psychological principles, the book is a unique and imaginative guide for professionals, parents,
caregivers, and people of all ages who are dealing with attachment issues.
Material Title:
Author:

Scientific Basis of Child Custody Decisions, The
Robert Orlans

Books

1999

443 pages

This book was written to help lawyers, judges, custody evaluators, social workers, psychologists, policymakers and parents
understand the tangle of information and concepts involved in child custody decisions. A seven page chapter by Susan Fisher
highlights how to deal sensitively with issues of loss, separation and abandonment.
Material Title:

Secure Base, A: Parent-Child Attachment and Healthy Human Development

Author:

John Bowlby

Books

1988

180 pages

When parents provide a secure emotional base, encouraging their children to seek autonomy while giving them support and
encouragement, children grow up psychologically stable and able to make the most of life's opportunities. Bowlby elaborates
these ideas and offers further evidence of the ways in which strong emotional ties promote mental health.
Material Title:

Separation and Loss Issues for Foster and Birth Families (DVD)

Author:

DVD

DVDs

2003

20 minutes

The pain of separation and loss is the universal experience of every foster child. Dr. Fahlberg talks with foster parents, foster
teenagers, and adults who spent their teen years in foster care. They offer insight on how to lessen the impact of transition
and strengthen a child's relationship with both foster and birth parents. Includes: 14-page Discussion Guide and review quiz.
Material Title:

Seven Core Issues in Adoption, The (DVD)

Author:

Sharon Kaplan Roszia & Deborah N. Silverstein

DVDs

1989

2 hours

Adoption is a lifelong, inter-generational process, which unites birth parents, adoptees and adoptive parents forever. It
triggers seven lifelong issues for all triad members -- grief, rejection, guilt, loss, identity, control, and intimacy. Recognizing
these similarities, triad members and professionals can reduce the adversarial nature of adoption and improve understanding.
Material Title:

Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing After Loss (DVD)* (Children's Material)

Author:

DVD

DVDs

2006

17 Min

The Tear Soup video was produced in a documentary style format. All of the original illustrations from the picture book created
by Taylor Bills were filmed in digital format. The pictures were then edited together with the voice of Mary McDonald-Lewis as
the story teller and then cleverly mixed with an original score of music and all of the sounds that fill Grandy s day to day life.
This story is written in the style of a children’s book, and indeed it could be shared with young children, but it appears to be
directed at adults as well. Using the extended metaphor of making soup for processing grief, the authors and illustrator offer
a wide ranging approach to the process from many possible perspectives.
Material Title:

Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing after Loss* (Children's Materials)

Author:

Pat Schwiebert and Chuck DeKlyen

Children's Books

2013

51 pages

This book, illustrated by Taylor Bills, is written in the style of a children’s book, and indeed it could be shared with young
children, but it appears to be directed at adults as well. Using the extended metaphor of making soup for processing grief, the
authors and illustrator offer a wide ranging approach to the process from many possible perspectives. It is followed by two
pages of on-line support sites.
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Material Title:

That's Me Loving You

Author:

Amy Krouse Rosenthal

Children's Books

2016

40

Wherever you are,
Wherever you go,
Always remember
And always know. . .
That feeling you always have in your heart?
That's me loving you.
Amy Krouse Rosenthal captures parents’ desire to be ever-present in this simple and touching poem offering reassurance of
their love. Signs of affection can be found in the natural world around us—from a soft breeze to a shimmering star.
Material Title:

The Ultimate Teen Guide: Teens, Loss, and Grief

Author:

Edward Myers

Children's Books

2006

176 pages

Teens, Loss, and Grief is a self-help guide for teenagers who are struggling with bereavement and the emotional difficulties it
presents. This book provides an overview of grief as a painful but normal process, offering insights from bereavement experts
as well as practical suggestions for coping with loss, including accounts from teens. This book closes a gap in the available
literature on grief and bereavement that has tended to focus on adults and younger children. It provides a warm, accessible
resource that will reassure teen readers about the normality of grief, encourages their understanding of what happens during
the grief process, and provides an indispensable resource guide.
Material Title:

Three Little Words: A Memoir

Author:

Ashley Rhodes-Courter

Books

2008

304 pages

The 22-year-old author of this memoir spent nine years of her life in fourteen different foster homes, one of which was very
abusive, while her birth mother spiraled out of control. Now a college graduate and an advocate for adoption and foster care
reform, hers is a story of encouragement to anyone who wonders how he or she will endure.
Material Title:

Toddler Adoption: The Weaver's Craft

Author:

Mary Hopkins-Best

Books

2012

247 pages

Most often, children are joining their permanent, adoptive families past the age of infancy but not yet as "older children." This
book covers many aspects of adopting and parenting these young children: the decision whether or not to adopt; preparation
and education; forming attachments; behavior management; and more. Until now, few written resources have been available
to discuss this special age -- the toddler.
Material Title:
Author:

Transitions: Resources for Caregivers and Professionals to Support Thoughtful Transitions for
Foster and Adopted Youth
ORPARC Staff
Non-Return Items
2018
50 pages

This information packet contains a variety of materials to assist both caseworkers and families in preparing a child for
transitions. It includes suggested activities to build attachment and age specific transition checklists to be prepared by the
child’s caregiver to assist the new family in learning about the child.
Material Title:

Treewalker's Gift: Overcoming the Fear of Being Loved

Author:

Erma S. Brundidge, MS

Books

2014

101 pages

A true story of a 6 year old girl's journey from abuse, neglect, and shame to a path of Truth guided by the Great Spirit. The
gentleness of her Grandfather's lessons taught along the paths through the meadow and by the flowing stream gave her
strength to continue through the emotional pain she would inevitably walk back into. Author Érma Brundidge is a foster and
adoptive family trainer who spends time speaking to groups about the effects of trauma on children and their future lives and
relationships. She was a family therapist for 27 years before retiring and dedicating her life to giving a new understanding to
foster and adoptive parents on how their words and actions impact the children they care for.
Material Title:
Author:

Twenty Life-Transforming Choices Adoptees Need to Make
Sherrie Eldridge
Books

2003

270 pages

For adoptees, the past is full of mixed emotions. There's joy and sadness, confusion and relief. Often, difficult and inescapable
questions can linger well into adulthood. These questions include: Does my birth mother still think about me? Why was I given
up? Was I unworthy for some reason? These feelings are common for many adoptees, even if they grew up in an open, loving
adoptive home, they still may be asking some of these questions. The final question that needs to be asked is this: "Will I
choose to heal?"
Material Title:
Author:

Twenty Things Adopted Kids Wish Their Adoptive Parents Knew
Sherrie Eldridge
Books

1999

211 pages

This book, written by a woman who was adopted, herself, gives voice to children’s unspoken concerns and shows adoptive
parents how to free their kids from feelings of fear, abandonment and shame. Eldridge reveals twenty complex emotional
issues you must understand to nurture the child you love.
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Material Title:

Under the Foster Freak Tree

Author:

Kelley Hicken

Children's Books

2018

117

When fifteen-year-old Sefina Nafo is kicked out of her latest foster home, she gets separated from her little brothers. Now,
she’s the only brown kid in her new foster family as she navigates grief from her dad’s death, her mom’s addictions, and the
school bully labeling her Foster Freak.
With the court date looming, Sefina comes up with a plan to reunite with her mom and brothers before it's too late. The
biggest challenge is trying not to fall in love with her new foster family. As her relationship with foster mom Jen blossoms,
Sefina must decide what “family” really means.
Material Title:

Understanding and Helping Adopted and Foster Children with Emotional Problems (VHS)

Author:

Michael Katz

Videotapes

1990

4 hours

Many adopted and foster children have behavior problems that do not respond to traditional parenting. This video explains
how underlying emotional problems involving attachment, , identity, values, developmental delays, and anger produced by
painful experiences sometimes not consciously remembered, can be the major causes. A variety of methods for reducing
these behaviors are demonstrated.
Material Title:

Unlocking the Heart of Adoption: Bridging the gap between birth and adoptive families (DVD)

Author:

Sheila Ganz

DVDs

2005

57 minutes

This DVD chronicles the filmmaker’s journey as a birthmother, interwoven with diverse personal stories of adoptees,
birthparents and adoptive parents in both same race and transracial adoptions. It examines relinquishment, growing up
adopted, raising an adopted child, years of silence and shame, and searching for answers to unasked questions. In the
process, we learn what the universal issues of "identity" "loss" and "needing to know the truth" mean to these people.
Material Title:

Visiting Feelings

Author:

Lauren Rubenstein

Children's Books

2013

32 pages

Beautifully descriptive prose and delightful illustrations cultivate a message of mindfulness and emotional awareness to help
children fully experience the present moment. Rather than labeling or defining specific emotions and feelings, Visiting Feelings
invites children to sense, explore, and befriend any feeling with acceptance and equanimity. Children can explore their
emotions with their senses and nurture a sense of mindfulness. Gaining this objectivity allows space for a more considered
response to the feelings. Practicing mindfulness can also enhance many aspects of well-being, help develop insight, empathy,
and resiliency.
Material Title:

What Children Need When They Grieve

Author:

Julia Wilcox Rathkey

Books

2004

199 pages

This Book explores the scope of a child’s reactions to death, including anger, denial, grief and fear. It gives advice on how to
talk to your child and how to recognize their need for privacy and what adults should do and refrain from doing. Rathkey
explains the four essentials that every grieving child needs: routine, love, honesty, and security.
Material Title:
Author:

When Children Grieve: For Adults to Help Children Deal with Death, Divorce, Pet Loss, Moving and
Other Losses
2001
288
John W. James
Books

To watch a child grieve and not know what to do is one of the most difficult experiences for parents, teachers, and caregivers.
And yet, there are guidelines for helping children develop a lifelong, healthy response to loss.In When children Grieve, John W
James and Russell Friedman of the Grief Recovery Institute, along with psychotherapist Dr. Leslie Landon Matthews, have
created a cutting-edge volume that will help free children from the false idea that they "shouldn't feel bad" and will empower
them with positive, effective methods of dealing with loss.There are many life experiences that can produce feelings of grief in
a child, everything from the death of a relative or a divorce, to more everyday experiences such as moving to a new
neighborhood or losing a prized possession. Whatever the reason or the degree of severity if a child you love is grieving, the
guidelines examined in this thoughtful book can make a difference. For example:
Listen with your heart, not your head. Allow all emotions to be expressed, without judgment, criticism, or analysis.
Recognize that grief is emotional, not intellectual. Avoid the trap of asking your child what is wrong, for he or she will
automatically say "Nothing."
Adults -- Go first. Telling the truth about your own grief will make your child feel safe in opening up about his or her own
feelings.
Remember that each of your children is unique and each has a unique relationship to the loss event.
Be patient. Don't force your child to talk.
Never say "Don't feel sad" or "Don't feel scared. "Sadness and fear, the two most common feelings attached to loss of any
kind, are essential to being human.
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Material Title:

When Dinosaurs Die: A Guide to Understanding Death

Author:

Laurene Krasny Brown

Children's Books

1996

32

Straightforward and compassionate, When Dinosaurs Die explains death, dying, and coping with grief and loss in simple and
accessible language for young kids and families.
No one can really understand death, but to children, the passing away of a loved one can be especially perplexing and
troublesome. This is true whether the loss is a classmate, friend, family member, or pet. Here to offer advice and reassurance
are the wise dinosaurs from Dinosaurs to the Rescue, Dinosaurs Divorce, Dinosaurs Travel, and Dinosaurs Alive and Well. This
succinct and thorough guide helps dispel the mystery and negative connotations associated with death. This helpful book
provides answers to kids' most-often asked questions and also explores the feelings we may have regarding the death of a
loved one, and the ways to remember someone after he or she has died.
Satisfying and comprehensive, this indispensable book is a comforting aid to help all children through a difficult time in their
lives.
Material Title:
Author:

When Something Terrible Happens: Children Can Learn to Cope with Grief
Marge Heegaard
Children's Books

1992

32 pages

Creates ways for children to explore the fright, confusion, and insecurity caused by traumatic events in their lives. The
'Drawing Out Feelings' series has been designed to provide parents, educators and counselors with an organized approach to
helping children cope with grief, family loss and change. A workbook to help children work out feelings about a traumatic
event. Traumatic events in the lives of their families, friends or community leave children feeling confused, insecure and
frightened. Recreating the event on paper reduces the child's terror and creates feelings of empowerment. Drawing puts the
child in charge, providing the opportunity for exploring feelings. With the help of this book, nightmares and post-traumatic
stress symptoms can be relieved.
Material Title:
Author:

Whose Child? An Adoptee’s Healing Journey From Relinquishment Through Reunion . . . and
Beyond
Kasey Hamner
Books
2000
292 pages

This is the author’s adoption story in terms of its effect on her life, her relationships, her self-esteem, and her use of food and
other substances; and how her reunion with her birth family helped heal her wounds.
Material Title:
Author:

Why Didn't She Keep Me? Answers to the Question Every Adopted Child Asks
Barbara Burlingham-Brown
Books

1994

169 pages

These twenty stories from birth mothers in their own words might provide insight and reassurance to any adoptee. We might
not know what your birthmother’s story is, but here are some of the reasons why mothers have chosen adoption for their
children.
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